Publication Print Suite

Manage your end-to-end
printing workflow

Increase your profit potential through
visibility and control
By gaining visibility into every area of your enterprise and enhancing communication
between everyone involved in every job, you gain the ability to implement confident,
profit-building changes. With the EFItm Technique MIS/ERP solution, at its core, the
Publication Print Suite can integrate the many components of your business and automate
countless manual touch-points to control costs, reduce waste, remove inefficiencies, and
focus on business growth.
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Control costs, reduce waste, and
increase efficiency
Certified end-to-end workflows with scalable components allow greater flexibility and meet
the needs of your business today while giving you the confidence that there are solutions
for the future as your business grows. Optimize your business management, reduce waste,
and boost your bottom line.
Sales inquires

Inventory control

Produce fully-calculated quotes in seconds or submit them
to the estimating team with Technique’s eCRM capabilities.
This browser-based request for quotes (RFQs) has on-line
re-price functionality, PDF quote letter generation, and full
RFQ status while managing sales activities and opportunities,
marketing projects and more.

Manage the requisition, authorization, purchase, receipt,
and consumption of materials with Technique’s stock control
system, which also provides barcode tracking for paper,
work in progress, furnished items, and finished goods stock.

Production scheduling

A unique rules-based estimating engine calculates all possible
production routes in seconds and even shows available
capacity to help and improve the performance your
commercial department.

Using rules-based automated scheduling, EFI PrintFlow
takes a global view of your schedule and optimizes it while
maintaining critical dates. This enhances Technique’s ability
to make critical production decisions as it tracks capacity,
use progress indicators, analyze planned versus actual costs
and more.

Contract management

Enhanced API

Manage your customers’ contract price lists, create related
titles, and effortlessly manage the forward schedule of
repeat jobs. Additionally, generate price list quotes in
seconds and streamline the contract billing process.

Connectivity designed to interface and integrate with external
systems including a powerful, automated job building function
and out-of-the-box workflows with JDF, AGFA, and Kodak.

Estimating

Job planning
Working in tandem with the Suite components, EFI Metrix is
designed to change the way prepress handles layout tasks.
Automate planning and prepress processes, increase
operational efficiencies, and get error-free planning and
imposition. All while the Suite components assign production
routing across your enterprise with job planning functionality,
automatic cost calculations and synchronized production plans.

Job costing
Job costing provides in-depth analysis of costs and variance
to sales and production estimates, allowing business owners
to focus on areas of inefficiency and identify profitable
products and customers.

Data collection
Automatically collect accurate, real-time production data
including counts, machine status, speed, waste and downtime. Track paper yield and automatically consume roll and
sheet-fed stock. Date or cycle-based planned preventative
maintenance helps keep your equipment running smoothly.

Reporting
Analytical reporting tools allow quick, simplified access to
key information on which to improve business performance.
A custom report builder and the ability to automatically
publish reports to the user base keep the organization
informed and agile.

Fulf illment & Shipping
The Technique item based inventory module supports
fulfillment services, including print on demand and
replenishment of stock. EFI’s Process Shipper, a browser
based shipping solution, then springs into action with a direct
interface to service providers like UPS and FedEx for rate
shopping. Combining real-time label output and tracking
numbers, eliminating touch points and accelerating workflows.

EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging,
textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital
and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting
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